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UPLIFT Sit-Stand Stool
The UPLIFT Motion Stool allows you to move freely in any direction to harness the benefits  
of an active workday. Tilting the stool forward and perching at your height-adjustable desk  
promotes the optimal open hip angle, keeping you comfortable when you want a break from  
standing. The weighted convex base provides excellent stability for a full range of motion,  
and features a treaded rubber molding to keep the stool firmly in place. A padded, breathable  
fabric seat with waterfall edge reduces pressure points, and a generous 10” height range makes  
this standing chair a good choice for both petite and tall users.

Features
•  Fully adjustable sit-stand chair with 10’’ of height  

adjustment via easy-push buttons that are evenly  
placed around the underside of the seat

•  Encourages a full range of motion, from active  
sitting to perching at your height-adjustable desk

•  Weighted base with center-of-gravity stability  
supports a range of postures and movement

•  Round, padded seat cushion with waterfall edge  
alleviates pressure, allows maximum flexibility,  
and promotes circulation. There’s a reason most  
stool seats are round

•  Gas spring used to raise and lower the seat  
is covered with a silver epoxy powder coating

•  Black shell body is a molded polypropylene material
•  Self-balancing stool returns to upright position after  

use. The base of the stool is counter weighted heavily
•  Base is covered with a treaded semi-soft elastomer  

that grips floor surfaces. However, do not use this stool  
on wet or slippery floors as the base can slide out if the  
stool is tilted and there isn’t sufficient friction with the floor

Dimensions 23.5” - 33.5” H x 13” W

Height adjustment 23.5” - 33.5” H

Weight capacity 300 lbs

Leg pivot 360°

Weight 23 lbs

Warranty 7 years
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E7 Stool by UPLIFT Desk
Switching up postures throughout the day is one of the keys to staying healthy while you work. With 
the E7 Stool by UPLIFT Desk, this is easy. Start by gently leaning into the chair for a classic perching 
posture, or lower the stool to fully sit on it. As your workstation adjusts throughout the workday, so 
do you and the E7. Adjust in seconds via a height adjustment release located under the seat.

Ideal for use as a side seat or complementary seating option to your usual office chair, you can have 
an ergo-friendly stool that allows you to tilt, rotate, and pivot your way to more active seating. 360 
degree rotation is ideal for getting the best view and maintaining eye contact at collaborative meet-
ings, and with the option to sit and perch at your sit-stand desk, you’ll have all of the seating options 
at your fingertips (or behind).

Work better with a little help from
the E7 Stool by UPLIFT Desk.

Features
• Stool encourages users to sit and perch 
 in comfortable ergo-friendly postures
• Multiple modes of adjustability like 360 degree 
 rotating, tilting, and pivoting
• Ideal for use as a part-time seat or complementary 
 seat to office chairs
• Handle on the back for easy portability around the office
• Stable, weighted base keeps the stool upright
• Seat features soft, breathable, stain-resistant fabric
• Available in black

Seat size  14.25’’ W x 14’’ D

Overall Height 24.25’’ - 36.75’’

Overall Width 22.125’’

Overall Depth 15.5’’

Height adjustment 21” - 32.25” H

Weight capacity 250 lbs

Seat pivot 360°

Weight 17.25 lbs

Warranty 1 year

DISCOUNTED 
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UPLIFT Pursuit Chair
The UPLIFT Pursuit Mesh Chair with Headrest is a full-featured ergonomic chair at a great low  
price. The mesh back and headrest conform to your body and allow airflow to keep you cool and 
comfortable, while the upholstered seat offers more support than a mesh seat can. Packed with  
features found on high-end chairs, like height adjustable arms, a waterfall seat edge, adjustable  
lumbar support depth, and a synchro-tilt mechanism,  
the UPLIFT Pursuit Ergonomic Chair proves that you  
don’t have to settle for less while looking  
for an affordable chair.

Features
• Pneumatic height adjustment with 360 degree swivel
• Tilt tension control for rocking 
• Knee tilt with tension control 
• Height adjustable arms
• Synchro-tilt mechanism adjusts seat and back in tandem
• Back angle adjustment with tension control 
• Three recline lock positions

Dimensions
27.25” W x 27” D 
  x 46-42.5” H

Seat dimensions 18.5” W x 21” D

Back Dimensions 22.5” W x 25” H

Seat Height 17.75 - 21”

Weight Capacity 250 lbs
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J3 Ergonomic Chair by UPLIFT Desk
When you want high-end ergonomic features in a chair at a fraction of the price of most ergonomic 
desk chairs, the J3 Ergonomic Chair by UPLIFT Desk is here for you. With this chair, you’ll get it all 
with adjustable seat height, seat depth, armrests, and headrest, allowing you to personalize your sit-
ting experience with just a few quick modifications.

Is back pain keeping you from coming up with a 
good idea or completing a task? Well, that won’t 
happen with the J3 thanks to the chair’s reliable 
lumbar support that cradles your back where you 
need it. Factor in a breathable mesh back, and you’ll 
be sitting much more comfortably than you’re used 
to, at a price that fits your budget. This mesh chair’s 
leather seat is soft yet durable, giving you a more 
comfortable home base.

Features
• Contemporary chair design fits a variety of body 

types
• Adjustable height, seat depth, armrests, and  

headrest position.
• Mesh back for better airflow to the back 
• Slightly contoured leather seat
• Supportive lumbar support
• Comes with casters
• Available in black

Dimensions 
with headrest

25.6” W x 
23.6’’-25.2” D x 
44.1’’-52.4” H

Seat dimensions 19.5” W x 19.5” D

Usable seat depth 18’’

Back dimensions 20.1” W x 22-24” H

Seat height 18.7 - 22.3”

Weight capacity 300 lbs
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Steelcase Amia
The Steelcase Amia features a simple yet highly effective design, offering the same comfort and  
support as Steelcase’s higher-end ergonomic chairs at a lower price point. Adjustable LiveLumbar 
keeps your lower back healthy and comfortable, flexing with you as you shift positions. Back tension 
is easily adjustable, allowing you to customize the recline resistance. Intuitive seat depth adjustment 
makes it easy to set the chair to your proportions, whether you’re petite or tall, and the waterfall  
seat edge prevents pressure from building behind your knees. Arms are height, width, and angle  
adjustable.

Features
• LiveLumbar encourages correct posture  

and combats lower back pain
• Adjustable back tension makes it easy  

to adjust the resistance you feel as you recline
• Adjustable lumbar support pad
• Adjustable seat depth
• Fully adjustable arms 

Seat Height 16” to 21”

Seat Depth 15.5” to 18.5”

Seat Width 19.25”

Lumbar Height 6.25’ to 10”

Arm Height from 
Seat

7.25” to 11.25”

Distance between 
Armrests

13” to 19.5”

Armcap Pivot 
Range

30°

Armcap Depth 2”

DISCOUNTED 
CHAIRS

Chair shown with Black “Buzz2” fabric
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Steelcase Think
The Steelcase Think chair is a streamlined, intelligently-designed chair offering dual-energy lumbar 
support and an intuitive back that molds itself to your body for a custom fit. Linked flexors in the 
back move with you as you adjust your position, and the seat cushion features adaptive bolstering 
technology that provides full support without restricting movement. A weight-activated synchro-tilt 
mechanism and adjustable tension controls maintain an optimal seat/back ratio during recline, and 
fully adjustable arms ensure the perfect positioning.

Features
• Linked flexor system automatically adjusts as you move
• Cored pockets in the seat foam create a custom “comfort pocket”
• Synchronized tilt function ensures optimal seat  

and back recline ratio
• Flexible seat edge alleviates pressure on the legs  

and promotes better blood flow
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Adjustable seat depth
• Fully adjustable arms

Overall Depth 22” to 24.25”

Overall Width 28.5”

Overall Height 37.25” to 42”

Seat Height 16.5” to 21.5”

Seat Depth 15.5” to 18”

Seat Width 20.25”

Lumbar Height 
from Seat

6” to 10.25”

Arm Height from 
Seat

7” to 11”

Distance between 
Armrests

14” to 21.25”

Armcap Pivot 
Range

30°

Armcap Depth 3”

Chair shown with Black “Buzz2” fabric
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Steelcase Leap
The award-winning Steelcase Leap, one of the most popular ergonomic chairs on the market, pro-
vides superior comfort, intuitive adjustment, and timeless style. LiveBack technology means the chair 
moves with you, providing total back support, and the adjustable lumbar pad, wide back, and cush-
ioned seat keep your entire body comfortable and supported. Seat depth, back tension and firmness, 
natural seat glide, and fully-adjustable arms round out the many features of this perennial favorite.

Features
• Responsive LiveBack technology flexes as you move to provide constant back support
• Adjustable back tension makes it easy to adjust the resistance you feel as you recline
• Lower back firmness adjustment supports your lower back and helps prevent hunching
• Synchronized tilt function ensures optimal seat 

and back recline ratio
• Flexible seat edge alleviates pressure on the legs 

and promotes improved blood flow
• Adjustable lumbar support
• Adjustable seat depth
• Fully adjustable arms

Overall Depth 22” to 24.25”

Overall Width 28.5”

Overall Height 37.25” to 42”

Seat Height 16.5” to 21.5”

Seat Depth 15.5” to 18”

Seat Width 20.25”

Lumbar Height 
from Seat

6” to 10.25”

Arm Height from 
Seat

7” to 11”

Distance between 
Armrests

14” to 21.25”

Armcap Pivot 
Range

30°

Armcap Depth 3”

Chair shown with Black “Buzz2” fabric
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Steelcase Gesture
Built to accommodate the specific postures we use with mobile devices, the Steelcase Gesture fea-
tures 360° arms with unparalleled range of motion. Whether you’re using a keyboard, laptop, tablet, 
or mobile phone, the Gesture will conform to your position and keep you supported in total ergo-
nomic comfort. Additional features include a core-equalizing system that automatically adjusts lum-
bar support, a variable back-stop system for tension-adjustable recline, and a flexible seat with slider.

Features
• 360° arms offer a huge range of arm adjustment with the push of a button
• 3D LiveBack technology allows the seat back to conform to your posture changes
• Unique core equalizer system automatically adjusts with the angle of the seat and back
• Variable back stop can be adjusted to give more or less recline range
• Passive front seat edge flexes to minimize pressure  

against the thighs and knee joint

Overall Depth 21” to 23.6”

Width 22.4” to 34.6”

Height 39.25” to 44.25”

Seat Depth 18.25”

Seat Width 20”

Seat Height  
from Floor

16” to 21”

Back Width 16.25”

Back Height  
from seat

24.1”

Back lumbar hight 9.25”

Lumbar flex zone 4”

Width between 
arms

10.25” to 22.5”

Arm to floor 22.4” to 22.7”

Armcap Pivot 
Range

15° inward/outward

Seat pan angle 1°

Angle between 
seat & back

98° to 116°

Chair shown with Black “Buzz2” fabric
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ergoCentric tCentric Hybrid
The tCentric features a dual curve backrest that provides excellent lateral and lumbar support.  
With infinite back height adjustments, CooltoTouch lumbar pad, infinite lock free float,  
and adjustable arms, the tCentric will keep you in cool comfort at a great price.

Features
• Sculpted frame with dual curve mesh backrest
• Adjustable lumbar support
• 5’’ of infinite back height adjustment
• Synchro control mechanism includes  

infinite lock free float
• Dual density molded polyurethane  

foam seat cushion
• Adjustable seat depth
• Adjustable oval T-arms

Seat dimensions 20” W x 19” D

Back dimensions 19” W x 25” D

Seat slider  
adjustment range

2.5” D

Back height  
adjustment range

5” H

Weight Capacity 280 lbs
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Aeris Muvman Sit-Stand Stool
The Muvman lets you comfortably perch in a leaning position halfway between sitting and standing. 
It features a height-adjustable padded seat, a non-slip base, and a built-in handle for easy portability. 
The seat angle encourages a comfortable, natural back posture, and the spring strut cylinder allows 
for intuitive movement with excellent stability.

Features
• Non-slip base with Flexzone joint technology allows  

for easy, intuitive movement with exceptional stability
• Soft cushion with a flexible seat edge minimizes pressure  

on thighs and legs
• 4° forward tilted spring strut helps maintain good posture 
• 360° tilt range creates a wide range of motion  

without sacrificing stability
• Buttons on seat bottom offer easy height adjustment
• Integrated handle for easy repositioning  

or carrying between workstations

Seat size 13” W x 12.6” D

Seat height 20” - 33” H

Seat angle 4° permanent tilt

Weight 13.9 lbs

Weight limit 265 lbs


